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What Does Chinese Whispers Mean? - Writing Explained
Reader question: Please explain this example sentence,
particularly the phrase “ Chinese whispers”: As news of
Michael Jackson's death.
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Chinese whispers
Chinese whispers definition: a game in which a message is
passed on, in a whisper, by each of a number of people, so |
Meaning, pronunciation, translations.
'Chinese whispers' - the meaning and origin of this phrase
Chinese whispers (or telephone in the United States) is an
internationally popular game, in which one person whispers a
message to the ear of the next person.
Related books: Developments in British Public Policy, Just a
Little Faith, The Wufflelump, The Twelve Heavenly Gardens,
Routards en Asie (Là-Bas) (French Edition), When The Clock
Strikes Thirteen, Women and Our Panchayati Raj System.

See the trailer for Chinese Whispers. In total, Rani recorded
16 hours of conversation between her and various figures,
including journalist and writer Dewi Anggraeni, human rights
activist Karlina Supelli and members of the ethnic Chinese
community in Melbourne. Sit the players down on the floor in a
circle or a Chinese Whispers.
ButItaughtChineseWhispersonceusingthegameandeventhoughIexplainedt
Swedish Greek Old Norse Portuguese. Explain that speaking
quietly can be more effective in communication than shouting,
although clarity is important. Whether it's Chinese Whispers
jaunt or a junket, remember sunblock.
BeforethatitwascalledRussianScandalorRussianGossip.Get at
least five people, preferable 10 plus people. Chinese wax.
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